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LIGHTWEIGHT
CONCRETE



EPSCement® makes building easier 
and quicker

EPSCement® is only around 17% of 
the weight of regular concrete. This 
means that the material is a mas-
sive 2 tons lighter per m3, but strong 
enough to meet most demands for 
durability
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Concrete and isolation in one 
EPSCement® comprises cement and small air-filled par-
ticles of EPS (Expanded Polystyrene), the world’s most 
widely used building isolation material. This unique combi-
nation gives the material a wide array of superior prop-
erties when compared with normal concrete.

Quick-drying
EPSCement® is self-drying. All the water in the mixture 
is consumed as the concrete cures. You can therefore 
apply levelling compound or screed after only ap-
proximately 12 hours and lay the final flooring within  
14 hours – compared with 3 to 6 weeks for regular con-
crete (which never actually dries completely).
 
Repair friendly
You can easily repair any faults in the casting. Simply 
saw away those sections and recast.

Thermal insulation
The air-filled EPS-particles provide excellent thermal insu-
lation properties. No heat is lost in the construction, 
instead being utilised by the floor surface. In addition, the 
material reflects radiant heat to where it is of greatest ben-
efit – inside the room!

Fire protection
EPSCement®  is non-combustible and emits no gases
when exposed to fire.

Problem-free
EPSCement® contains almost no moisture and and can 
therefore neither rot nor become mouldy. In addition, 
the material contains nothing that micro-organisms can 
grow on and cause future problems.



Many areas of application
EPSCement® can be used for all types of floorconstruc-
tions where the surface needs to be built up to the ex-
isting floor. After applying levelling compound or screed, 
EPSCement® floor surfaces are strong enough to be 
laid with carpet, tiles, parquetry, etc. Other areas 
of application include ground slabs, parking decks, 
thermal-insulating external roofs with built-in fall, 
and render for internal and external use.

Easy to mix
The principle is simple: Empty the bag into the bar-
relor pump tray, start the mixer, add the correct 
amount of water for the desired consistency of the 
concrete mass, and pour! Because the product can 
be mixed with a wide range of water content (5.8-7.2 
litres per bag), you can choose the consistency your-
self – everything from earth damp to almost self-level-
ling – whatever the application demands. EPSCement® 
EC350M is pumpable at a water content of 5.8-7.2 litres/
bag and fluid at 6.2-7.2 litres/bag. 

Coatable
EPSCement® is traversable and can be coated with 
levellingcompound (min. 15 mm) or screed (min. 30 
mm) after approximately 12 hours, at roughly 20ºC, 
50% relative humidity and with some ventilation. Once 
cast, the material should not be left exposed for too long, 
especially at low thickness. Apply the levelling compound, 
screed, diffusion primer or temporary plastic film within 3 
days of pouring.

Easy to use
EPSCement® is supplied in easily manageable 50 litre 
bags, weight 17 kg, or via pump lorry, direct to site.

EPSCement® can be pumped, 
injected or laid manually
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EPSCement® in bags 
can be mixed with wa-
ter in a batch mixer or 
continuous flow mixer 
as well as in standard 
filler pumps, or even 
by hand using a hand 
mixer.

See page 5
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Examples of constructions using
EPSCement® for floors and walls
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Bathroom floors 
and timber joist walls

FLOOR
1.  Concrete
2.  Plastic film/primer, not durable
3.  EPSCement® 
4.  Sewerage pipes
5.  Hot and cold water pipes
6.  Reinforcing mesh
7.  Underfloor heating cast into 
 self-levelling flooring screed
8.  Self-levelling flooring screed
9.  Waterproofing layer
10.  Fixing compound
11.  Waterproofing layer
12.  Fixing compound
13.  Clinker

WALL
1.  Existing concrete/stone wall
2.  Primer
3.  EPSCement®

4.  Wall putty
5.  Waterproofing layer
6.  Fixing compound
7.  Tiles

1.  Wall
2.  Suspended ceiling
3.  Secondary spaced boarding
4.  Stud 
5.  Subfloor
6.  Joist frame 45 x 220 mm
7.  Plastic film, not durable 
8. EPSCement® 
9.  Reinforcing mesh
10.  Self-levelling flooring screed
11.  Waterproofing layer
12.  Fixing compound, depending on finish
13.  Clinker
14.  Roofing tiles
15.  Asphalt/Underfelt
16.  Sedum/stonecrop roof (grass roof)

Tie beams
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Embedded installations
on concrete slabs
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Foundation with
edge elements

Renovation floor
on the ground

1.  Concrete beams
2.   Primer. Plastic film, not durable
3.  EPSCement®  
4. Ventilation embedded
5.  Drain embedded
6.  Hot and cold water pipes
7.  Electrical wiring embedded
8.  Fiberoptic cable embedded
9.  Reinforcing mesh
10.  Underfloor heating
11.  Self-levelling flooring screed

1.  Macadam, capillary interrupting layer
2.  Ground sheet 
3.  Edge elements
4. EPSCement®

5.  Reinforcing mesh
6.  Underfloor heating cast into 
 self-levelling flooring screed
7.  Self-levelling flooring screed, 
 at least 20mm

1. Macadam, capillary interrupting layer
2.  Ground sheet
3.  EPSCement®

4.  Sewerage pipes
5.  Hot and cold water pipes
6.  Reinforcing mesh
7.  Underfloor heating cast into 
 self-levelling flooring screed  
8.  Self-levelling flooring screed, 
 at least 20mm 
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Always pretreat the substrate
It is important that the substrate does not 
absorb water from the EPSCement®.

When laying with adhesion directly on the 
substrate: 
Pretreat the substrate with a diffusion-open 
floor primer diluted with water according to 
the manufacturer’s instructions. The floor 
surface must be clean and free of dust, ce-
ment-rich skin, grease or other impurities. 
Pour out the mixture and brush out over the 
whole floor surface.

When laying on floating floor:
Lay out plastic film (not durable) on the 
whole floor surface, folding up against the 
walls and other junction points. The film 
should seal the substrate, piping and junc-
tion points so that no air pockets develop.

When laying directly on the ground:
A substrate of 150 mm of washed gravel /
macadam is recommended.

1. PRETREATMENT

4. PUMPING

Pump the EPSCement®-mass
Spread the mass as evenly as possible 
(min. 30 mm), with a slight excess over the 
courses. You can build up the surface to its 
finished height in one pouring. Swelling up 
to 10% may occur.

6. LEVELLING/SCREED

Apply the levelling compound or screed
Levelling mass (min. 15 mm) or screed 
(min. 30mm) should be applied as soon as 
you can walk on the poured surface and 
absolutely no later than within 3 days. With 
longer waiting times, dispersion prime or 
cover the EPSCement® surface temporar-
ily with plastic film in order to avoid drying 
out.

Pour in the dry mass and mix with water
Pour the bag’s content into the pumptray. 
Mix with 5.8-7.2 litres of water per bag until 
the mass has the desired consistency for 
pumping and your particular pouring re-
quirements.

5. PROCESSING

Finishing
Work the surface with a straightedge along 
the form boards or with a trowel for smaller 
areas. At a water content over 6.2 litres per 
bag, the mass is fluid. You can work with 
the material for up to 1 hour.  

2. LEVELLING 3. MIXING

Level out the floor surface
Determine the desired pouring height by 
building levelling high points, for example 
with concrete or cellular plastic. Locate 
these points in a straight line so dense-
ly that you can lay “courses”, for example 
conduit, between without them any sag-
ging. Also make sure that the courses are 
close enough to each other laterally that, 
when the EPSCement® is poured, the sur-
face can be levelled out with a straight edge 
resting on at least two courses at the
same time.

Ensure that the substrate, material and mixing water have a temperature of at 
least +10ºC.

Drying-out and drying times for various thicknesses
Thickness: EPSCement® should be laid in a minimum com-
bined thickness of 50 mm of EPSCement® and levelling com-
pound/screed, of which at least 30 mm must be EPSCement®.  
EPSCement® can be cast in one stage whatever the thickness,  
without any upper limit. Drying-out: EPSCement® is self-dry-
ing at a water to cement ratio of 0.4 (= 6.4 litres of water) or less.  
Drying time: EPSCement® can be coated after 12 hours.

It’s this this easy to cast EPSCement®



EPSCement®

Concrete, heating and sound insulation all in the same material!

Examples of use 
• Backfilling
• Wall and roof construction
 (e.g. in combination with profiled sheeting)
• Repair of single-layer façades
• Floor joists

• Bathrooms
• Self-insulating floors
• Stairs
• Terraces

• Fire compartmentation 
   (attics, apartments, schools, etc.)
• Swedish Million Homes Programme
   pipe replacement (renovation of wet areas)
• ...etc.

EPSCement® is only 17% of the weight of regular concrete
– but is strong enough to comply with most structural durability requirements

Consumption table
Total in m2 10 m2               10 m2               10 m2 10 m2              

Thickness 30 mm 50 mm 70 mm 100 mm

Consumption 300 litres 500 litres 700 litres 1000 litres

Nr. of bags 7 12 16 23

1 bag gives 45 liters of finished mass
Length (metre) x width (metre) x thickness (mm) / 45 = Nr. of bags

Material data sheet
Density: 450 kg/m3 
(350 kg/m3 dried material)

Compression strength: 2,0 MPa

Coefficient of thermal
conductivity: 0,08 W/mK

Fire resistance grade: A2-s1 d0

www.facebook.com/epscement www.instagram.com/epscement

EPSCement®

EPSCement AB | 134 82 Gustavsberg Sweden | Tel. +46 (0) 8 449 15 35 | www.epscement.com

Delivered in 50-litre bags

AVAILABLE FROM 

BUILDERS MERCHANTS


